
Appendix 1 
 

List of Urgent Executive Decision made by the Leader 
Decisions from 9 May 2017 to 22 May 2018 

 
 
 

1. ICT TRANSITION PHASE 4 ASSURING SERVICE CONTINUITY – 
ADOPTION OF A DESKTOP STRATEGY, A PROCUREMENT STRATEGY, 
AND THE SUPPORTING BUSINESS CASE 

 
Status – Exempt 

Summary of Report – This paper proposes the council adopt a new, hybrid desktop 
strategy, the right solution for the council today, which will be more cost-effective and 
offer faster and more flexible access to line of business applications to enable staff to 
work more responsively in a wider range of locations.   
 
Recommendations – The recommendations of this report are exempt from disclosure 
on the grounds that they contain information relating to the financial or business affairs 
of any particular person (including the authority holding that information) under 
paragraph 3 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972, and in all the 
circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighs 
the public interest in disclosing the information. 
 
Reasons for Urgency – The contract the council held with HFBP for the provision of 
the service ended in 2016. A short-term arrangement was made with BT, with their 
subcontractor Agilisys, to allow the current desktop service to continue, to assure 
service continuity.  The current smart desktop devices are reaching the end of their life. 
The decision cannot wait until the next cabinet meeting in July as the procurement has 
to commence and the contracts signed before the contract ends in October 2018. 
 
Date – 09/05/17 
 
 

2. SANDS END COMMUNITY CENTRE – PROCUREMENT OF A DESIGN 
TEAM 

 
Status – Open 
 
Summary of Report – On 20th February 2017 the Leader approved a procurement 
strategy for the replacement of Sands End Community Centre.  Officers reported that, 
the project would be funded by a grant of £2 million from Bazalgette Tunnel Limited 
(“Thames Tideway” or “Tideway”) and up to £1.6 million of Section 106 funds. 

 
Officers and Tideway have now agreed the terms of a grant to the Council of £2 million, 
subject to minor items of clarification. This grant is part of Tideway’s Community 
Investment Legacy Plan which aims to make a positive impact in local communities 
where they are working on the super sewer project.  
 



Recommendations – That the Leader accepts the grant and delegates settlement of 
the final terms of the Grant Agreement to the Director for Regeneration, Planning and 
Housing Services.   
 
Reasons for Urgency – to access the grant money to fund the design of the arts and 
community centre and achieve the delivery milestone of February 2018. 
 
Date – 09/05/17 
 
 

3. EMERGENCY ALARMS AND REPLACEMENT DOOR ENTRY SYSTEMS 
IN SHELTERED SCHEMES 

 
Status – Open 
 
Summary of Report – This report establishes the rationale for the procurement of a 
contract to replace the emergency alarm and door entry systems in the council’s 22 
sheltered schemes. A contract is required to be in place that will supply and fit the 
infrastructure and equipment for a digital, broadband based emergency alarm system 
and other assistive technology.  
 
Recommendations – 

 
 That approval be given to procure a contract to provide the infrastructure for 

broadband and a replacement emergency alarm system to each sheltered 
property.  

 
 That approval be given to procure a contract to replace the entry phone system in 

each of the council’s 22 sheltered schemes with an audio visual system. The 
estimated value for the works is £1.032m. Funding for the proposed contracts is 
held within the Regeneration, Planning & Housing Capital Programme for 
2017/18.   

 
Reasons for Urgency – There is the risk of emergency calls from vulnerable elderly 
residents in our sheltered schemes not getting through to the council’s emergency call 
centre, due to the lack of parts to repair the current system, consequently any delay in 
procuring a replacement emergency alarm system will increase this risk 
 
Date – 09/05/17 
 
 

4. LEARNING DISABILITY PROCUREMENT STRATEGY & DIRECT AWARD 
OF CONTRATS FOR FLEXIBLE SUPPORT 

 
Status – Open 
 
Summary of Report – This report sets out a revised strategic approach for the delivery 
of learning disabilities (LD) services within Hammersmith & Fulham, a replacement 
procurement strategy. and justification for the direct award for two LD service contracts 
to existing providers. 



 
Recommendations – 

 To waive Hammersmith & Fulham’s Contract Standing Orders, in accordance 
with Table 3.1 of the same, to allow two contracts for learning disability services 
and which expire on 30th June 2017, to be extended to 30th June 2018 by means 
of a direct award to the existing providers. 

 
 To approve: 

 

 the revised strategic approach for the procurement of support and services to 
promote choice and control for people with learning disabilities, and 

 the procurement of the delivery provider contract using the competitive 
procedure with negotiation. This procurement procedure will replace the one 
approved by Cabinet on 5 September 2016. 
 

 To note the contract term of seven years with the option to extend for a further 
period of up to five years. Subject to the outcome of the procurement exercise, it 
is envisaged that providers will require approximately two years to review, 
evaluate and implement personalised approaches and start to deliver any 
efficiencies. The development of the provider market and any potential 
innovations will take further time to develop. The contract term, will encourage 
provider investment in the service; allowing the full benefits of the transformation 
to be realised and to create an attractive offer for a limited provider market. 

 
Reasons for Urgency –  

 Section 5 of the Care Act 2014 places express obligations on the Council to 
secure the supply of care services, assure its quality through contracts, design 
strategies to meet local need and to market shape; 

 Two existing contracts for vulnerable adults with learning disabilities expires on 
30th June 2017; 

 The attached Report sought approval at 5 June 2017 Cabinet, now cancelled, to 
waive the Council’s Contract Standing Orders to allow the direct award of a 
contract to each of the two existing providers; 

 The direct award of the contracts will assist in stabilising the provider market and 
secure services for vulnerable adults with learning disabilities pending the 
implementation of the revised strategy and procurement approach. 

 
Date – 09/05/17 
 
 

5. LILLA HUSET – LEASE RENEWAL 
 
Status – Exempt appendices 
 
Summary of Report – This report outlines a proposal for the council to renew its lease 
at Lilla Huset and sublet part to 3BM Ltd. 
 
Recommendations –  
 Authority is sought for the Council to enter into a new 15-year lease for Lilla 

Huset, located at 191 Talgarth Road, London W6 8BJ. 



 
 Approve granting of an underlease to 3BM at the initial rent outlined in Appendix 

3 for a term expiring June 2031 
 
 Delegate to the Director of Building & Property Management in consultation with 

the Cabinet Member of Finance & Resources to finalise the Headlease and 
Underlease together with the associated property documents as outlined in 
Appendix 2 & 3.  

 
 Undertake or contribute to items of disrepair valued up to £55,000. This would be 

a one-off cost funded from the dilapidations reserve. 
 
Reasons for Urgency – The existing lease has expired and an application to Court 
was made for the Court to determine the new rent. Subsequently, terms have been 
agreed in principal with the landlord and unless the new lease is completed before the 
26th May 2017, this being the date of the Court hearing, there is a possibility that the 
Court may set a rent higher than negotiated.   
 
Date – 15/05/17 
 
 

6. USE OF RIGHT TO BUY ONE FOR ONE RECEIPT TO FUND BUYBACKS 
 
Status – Open 
 
Summary of Report – This report seeks approval to allocate receipts to fund the 

buyback of former council homes which are being used for provision of affordable 

housing as per the council’s agreement with DCLG. The buying back of these former 

council homes on the West Kensington and Gibbs Green estates has already been 

agreed as part of the 2017/18 capital budget. 

 
Recommendations –  

 That approval be given to use Right to Buy one for one (RtB 1-4-1) receipts to 
fund the buyback of former council properties to use for the permanent provision 
of affordable rented housing. 

 That approval be given for the council to use RtB 1-4-1 receipts to 
retrospectively fund historic buybacks going back to 1st April 2014, also to be 
used for the permanent provision of affordable rented housing.   

 That approval is given to amend the current Four Year Decent Neighbourhood 

Programme budget to reflect the changes set out above. 

 
Reasons for Urgency – Any change in the allocation of retained Right to Buy receipts 
(known as RtB 1-4-1 receipts) to fund capital expenditure must be reported to the 
Department of Communities and Local Government (CLG)on a quarterly basis.  The 
quarter one deadline is at the end of July 2017. 
 
Date – 30/06/17 
 
 



7. PHOENIX FITNESS CENTRE AND JANET ADEGOKE SWIMMING POOL 
CONTRACT AWARD 

 
Status – Exempt 
 
Summary of Report – This report seeks authority to run a competitive tender exercise 
for a new short term operational contract, whilst the Council takes time to consider 
what its medium-long term plans are for the management of public access to these and 
other leisure facilities, noting that the contract for the management of the other leisure 
facilities expires 31st January 2019.   
 
Recommendations – The recommendations of this report are exempt from disclosure 
on the grounds that they contain information relating to the financial or business affairs 
of any particular person (including the authority holding that information) under 
paragraph 3 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972, and in all the 
circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighs 
the public interest in disclosing the information. 
 
Reasons for Urgency – The Council’s contract with Greenwich Leisure Ltd. (GLL) for 
the provision of leisure management services at Janet Adegoke swimming pool and the 
Phoenix fitness centre will expire at the end of July 2017.   
 
Authority to run a competitive tender exercise for a new short term operational contract 
is urgently needed, whilst the Council takes time to consider what its medium-long term 
plans are for the management of public access to these and other leisure facilities 
noting that the contract for the management of the other leisure facilities expires 31st 
January 2019.   
 
Date – 30/06/17 
 
 

8. APPROVAL TO MODIFY THE HESTIA HOUSING & SUPPORT FLOATING 
SUPPORT CONTRACT 

 
Status – Exempt 
 
Summary of Report – This report requestes approval to modify the Hestia Housing & 
Support Floating Support Contract to merge services from another floating support 
contract and to modify the service model to improve outcomes for residents.   
 
Recommendations – The recommendations of this report are exempt from disclosure 
on the grounds that they contain information relating to the financial or business affairs 
of any particular person (including the authority holding that information) under 
paragraph 3 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972, and in all the 
circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighs 
the public interest in disclosing the information. 
 
Reasons for Urgency – So that the changes can be made at the earliest opportunity 
to deliver the maximum savings and service improvements. A Cabinet decision could 
not be implemented before end October 2017, but Hestia has indicated they can 



implement the changes from 4th September 2017 rather than at the end of October 
2017 which will deliver an additional saving of £9,608 for 2017-18. 
 
Date – 23/08/17 
 
 

9. AWARD OF FRAMEWORK FOR LOT 2 TAXI PROVISION FOR TRAVEL 
CARE AND SUPPORT CONTRACT FOR ELIGIBLE CHILDREN, YOUNG 
PEOPLE AND VULNERABLE ADULTS  

 
Status – Exempt 
 
Summary of Report – Due to an anomaly with a formula in the Price Schedule for 
Travel Care and Support Framework Lot 2 taxis provision, there has been ambiguity in 
relation to the prices submitted by bidders and the resulting financial price model 
applied to this contract.  To rectify this, it necessitated “rolling back” the procurement of 
Travel Care and Support Framework Lot 2 to Stage 3 where the pricing bids were re-
invited using a rectified pricing format. Consequently, the current Framework Lot 2 
awards need to be cancelled and a fresh award decision taken for Travel Care and 
Support Framework Lot 2, based on the re-evaluated bids. 
 
Recommendations – The recommendations of this report are exempt from disclosure 
on the grounds that they contain information relating to the financial or business affairs 
of any particular person (including the authority holding that information) under 
paragraph 3 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972, and in all the 
circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighs 
the public interest in disclosing the information. 
 
Reasons for Urgency – Urgent approval is required to allow the Council to enter into 
Travel Care and Support Services Framework Lot 2 contracts and ensure provision of 
service in readiness for the start of the new academic year in early September 2017. 
 
Date – 18/08/17 
 
 

10. FIRE SAFETY & ACCELERATION PROGRAMME - DISABLED 
CHILDREN'S RESOURCE CENTRE AND RE-BUILD OF SEN UNIT AT THE 
QUEEN'S MANOR SCHOOL SITE  

 
Status – Open 
 
Summary of Report – In line with the Council’s commitment to Fire Safety and to 
ensure its properties meet higher standards it is proposed to incorporate a fire sprinkler 
system in to the new disabled children’s resource centre and SEN unit at Queen’s 
Manor primary school. 
 
Recommendations – 
 To approve the allocation of up to £250,000 from S106 funds for the installation of 

sprinkler systems at the new disabled children’s resource centre and SEN unit 
and to recover time on the project lost due to archaeological works; 



 To waive contract standing orders in order to modify the contract between the 
council and ARJ Construction Ltd for the ‘Construction of Queens Manor SEN 
and Resource Centre, including landscaping work’ to include the installation of 
sprinkler systems at the Queen’s Manor Primary School at a value of up to 
£250,000 as permitted under regulation 72 of the Public Contracts Regulations. 

 
Reasons for Urgency - The contractors are on site and we need to vary the contract 
to accommodate the additional works. 

Date – 01/11/17 
 
 

11. LIABILITY INSURANCE LIMIT OF INDEMNITY 
 
Status – Open 
 
Summary of Report – This report seeks to approve that the Council takes a 
prudent approach and increases its liability limit of indemnity from £50m to 
£175m and increases its cover with immediate effect, rather than wait until the 
policy is due for renewal on 1st April 2018.   
 
Recommendations – 
 It is recommended that the Council takes a prudent approach and increase its 

liability limit of indemnity from £50m to £175m.  
 
 This will necessitate the Strategic Finance Director having delegated authority, 

in consultation with the Cabinet Member for Finance, to approve an additional 
insurance premium cost of up to £100,000 per annum. 

 
 It is recommended that the Council increase its cover with immediate effect, 

rather than wait until the policy is due for renewal on 1st April 2018. 
 
Reasons for Urgency – It is recommended that the London Borough of Hammersmith 
& Fulham considers increasing its Liability Insurance Limit of Indemnity from £50m to 
£175m with immediate effect following a review of cover in light of the recent fire at 
Grenfell Tower. 
 
Date – 15/12/17 
 
 

12. FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS AND WARDENS AT HARTOPP AND LANNOY 
POINTS 

 
Status – Exempt 
 
Summary of Report – This report recommends to approve the provision of Fire 
Wardens at Hartopp and Lannoy Points and the installation and provision of a 
temporary communal fire alarm and fire alarm system, heat detector and associated 
works at both blocks. 



 
Recommendations – The recommendations of this report are exempt from disclosure 
on the grounds that they contain information relating to the financial or business affairs 
of any particular person (including the authority holding that information) under 
paragraph 3 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972, and in all the 
circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighs 
the public interest in disclosing the information. 
 
Reasons for Urgency – Following discussions with the London Fire Brigade the 
immediate installation of smoke and fire alarms are required and a high level of Fire 
Wardens deployed to the buildings to assist residents in the event of a fire.  
 
Date – 15/12/17 
 
 

13. EXTENSION AND VARIATION OF EDUCATION SUPPORT SERVICES 
CONTRACT WITH 3BM 

 
Status – Exempt 
 
Summary of Report – This report recommends that the Limited Education Support 
Services Contract with 3BM is extended and varied, as provided for by the terms of 
the original contract, to provide a flexible service offer to meet the full range of 
education business requirements and needs whilst a full strategic review is 
undertaken to inform future commissioning plans. 
 
Recommendations – The recommendations of this report are exempt from disclosure 
on the grounds that they contain information relating to the financial or business affairs 
of any particular person (including the authority holding that information) under 
paragraph 3 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972, and in all the 
circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighs 
the public interest in disclosing the information. 
 
Reasons for Urgency – The approval of the variation of the 3BM Limited Education 
support services contract required before the end of the year to include additional 
services for the delivery of urgent repair works in schools in the Borough. 
 
Date – 22/12/17 
 
 

14. FAMILY SUPPORT SERVICE – PROPOSED AWARD OF A FRAMEWORK 
AGREEMENT 

 
Status – Exempt 
 
Summary of Report – This report seeks to urgently establish a Family Support 
Service Framework, and award associated Call-Off contracts, which will give effect to 
the agreed approach of procuring specialist partners to deliver services as part of the 
overall establishment of an integrated Family Support Service.  
 



Recommendations – The recommendations of this report are exempt from disclosure 
on the grounds that they contain information relating to the financial or business affairs 
of any particular person (including the authority holding that information) under 
paragraph 3 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972, and in all the 
circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighs 
the public interest in disclosing the information. 
 
Reasons for Urgency – The Family Support Services deliver critical services to 
children, families and young people. The current contracts are due to expire in 
February 2018, and new contract arrangements from this point are essential for the 
effective mobilisation of the Family Support Service and the associated transfer of 
Early Help services from the Council.  Due to the mandatory standstill period, and the 
time required to enter into Framework Agreement, to conduct mini-competitions and 
mobilisation to ensure the services are fully operational to support children, families 
and young people, an Urgent Decision is required.   
 
Date – 10/01/18 
 
 

15. 2018/19 SCHOOL BUDGETS 
 
Status – Open 
 
Summary of Report – The Education Skills and Funding Agency (ESFA) have 
introduced a new requirement that the setting of schools’ budgets is confirmed with an 
appropriate member decision of the local authority. However, the timescales mean that 
this decision will always be retrospective. With regard to Hammersmith & Fulham 
timescales for the production of Cabinet reports mean that this approval can only be 
obtained by means of a Leader’s Urgency Decision Report. 

Recommendations – To approve the Local Authority formula for allocating resources 
to Hammersmith & Fulham schools as set out in Appendix 1, the Authority Proforma 
Tool for setting school budgets (APT). 
 
Reasons for Urgency – The Education Skills and Funding Agency (ESFA) now 
require political decision to support the local formula. Timescales for the receipt of 
information and consultation with schools mean it needs to be taken as a Leader's 
Urgent Decision. 
 
Date – 02/03/18 
 
 

16. CREATING A SOVEREIGN LEGAL SERVICE 
 
Status – Exempt 
 
Summary of Report – The Council intends to move to a sovereign Legal Services 
structure as of 1st April 2018. In order to implement this structure, it is necessary to 
serve notice on the section 113 arrangements for Legal Services with the Royal 
Borough of Kensington and Chelsea and Westminster City Council.   



 
Recommendations – The recommendations of this report are exempt from disclosure 
on the grounds that they contain information relating to the financial or business affairs 
of any particular person (including the authority holding that information) under 
paragraph 3 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972, and in all the 
circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighs 
the public interest in disclosing the information. 
 
Reasons for Urgency – Notice must be served before the end of March in order to 
create a new sovereign service on 1st April.  
 
Date – 19/03/18 
 
 

17. PURCHASING ADDITIONAL AFFORDABLE HOMES 
 
Status – Open 
 
Summary of Report – This report seeks approval to allocate funding for the purchase 

of properties in Hammersmith and Fulham and neighbouring boroughs for the provision 

of affordable housing.  This will facilitate a much needed increase in the supply of 

affordable housing that will help to ease the temporary accommodation pressure that 

the council has, while also making best use of right to buy receipts. 

Recommendations –  
 That delegated authority is granted to the Lead Director of Regeneration, Planning 

& Housing Services with the Director of Finance and Resources of Regeneration, 
Planning & Housing Services in consultation with the Cabinet Member for 
Economic Development & Regeneration and the Cabinet Member for Housing to 
purchase individual properties in Hammersmith & Fulham and neighbouring 
boroughs for use as affordable housing to the value of £4.9m. 

 
 To approve the creation of an £4.9m budget in the Decent Neighbourhood 

Programme Budget to use for these purchases, with £3.43m being funded by 
unrestricted capital receipts and £1.47m being funded by right to buy one for one 
receipts.   

 
Reasons for Urgency – The Council wishes to maximise the use of Right to Buy one 
for one receipts to acquire more affordable housing in the Borough and avoid the loss 
of these funds the use of which is subject to a deadline. 
 
Date – 23/03/18 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



18. IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCCESS FACTORS FOR LEARNING AND 
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 

 
Status – Exempt 
 
Summary of Report – This report seeks approval to implement a market leading 

learning platform and performance management system will facilitate a new approach 

to performance, staff development and talent management which will underpin the 

cultural change programme in LBHF. 

Recommendations – The recommendations of this report are exempt from disclosure 
on the grounds that they contain information relating to the financial or business affairs 
of any particular person (including the authority holding that information) under 
paragraph 3 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972, and in all the 
circumstances of the case, the public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighs 
the public interest in disclosing the information. 
 
Reasons for Urgency – An urgent decision is required to enable LBHF to formally 
commit to the Learning Management System implementation.  This will prevent work 
on the LBHF elements falling out of synchronisation with the wider implementation 
project and the Council incurring additional costs and delays as a result of carrying out 
activities in isolation. 
 
Date – 03/04/18 
 
 

19. EU FUNDING BID TO SUPPORT ESTABLISHMENT OF A REFUGEE AND 
MIGRANT INTEGRATION HUB IN HAMMERSMITH AND FULHAM 

 
Status – Open 
 
Summary of Report – This is a proposal to bid for £1,263,071 of EU funding to 
establish a one stop migrant integration centre in Hammersmith and Fulham. A 
Refugee and Migrant Integration Hub would enable refugees and migrants to speedily 
acquire skills needed to successfully integrate into British society and communities and 
reduce isolation and alienation. The EU Asylum and Integration Fund has £40m in 
project funding to disburse to successful applicants. The bid requires 25% of match 
funding from successful bidders. The match funding requiring a Leaders Urgent 
Decision is £315,768 over a 24-month period. 
 
Recommendations – That the Council approves £315,768 of match-funding to support 
an application for £1,263,071 of European Union Asylum and Integration Funding. 
 
Reasons for Urgency – Officers intend to bid for £1,263,071 of grant money from the 
EU Asylum, Migration, and Integration Fund. The deadline for submission of the bid is 
5pm May 91h. The bid requires 25% match funding which equates to £315,768. The bid 
will not be accepted unless there is a letter from the Strategic Finance Director 
confirming the availability of match funding. 
Date – 09/05/18 
 


